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Gold markets continue to be very noisy overall, as it
has various fears around the world driving precious
metals in both directions. Lately though, it has seen
a nice grind higher after an explosive move, and with
the EMA turning higher, longer-term investors are
getting involved. It look at the $1225 level as support,
and the idea of buying dips as they occur. If it can
break above the $1250 level, then it’s likely that it will
go looking towards $1275, followed by the $1300 level
next. This is a market that has been trying to form a
base for some time, and it now looks as if the longer-
term money is starting to flow back into the gold market.
In fact, a bit of a “rounded bottom” pattern if it get just
a little bit higher. It would expect the 50 EMA to offer
support, just as it would expect the $1200 level offer
support. With the type of noise that’s out there, it would
sta r t  ou t  w i th  a  low leverage  though .
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      Gold prices held steady today but remained on track to rise for the fourth
straight week, the longest string of weekly gains since January, amid increasing
worries over the outlook for U.S corporate earnings and global economic
slowdown.

        Political and economic uncertainties including tensions between Saudi Arabia
and the West, uncertainty surrounding Italy’s budget, and Brexit among others
are likely to push gold prices higher in the medium term.

       However, the yellow metal has declined about 10 percent from its April peak
after investors preferred the dollar as the U.S-China trade war unfolded against
a background of higher U.S interest rates.

      Spot gold was down 0.2 percent at $1,231.41 an ounce. On Tuesday, it hit a
more than three-month high of $1,239.68 as a global stock market sell-off
spurred interest in the metal, which is considered a safer store of value during
times of political and financial uncertainty.

     U.S gold futures were up 0.3 percent at $1,234.3 an ounce. Gold is pausing
for a breath and is probably consolidating for the next possible move higher.
Some speculative investors would be in a position to take profit.

     Gold prices have gained more than 3 percent so far this month, on track to
break a six month losing streak, the length of which was last seen in the August
1996-January 1997 period.

     Gobal stocks are on course for their worst month since the financial crisis a
decade ago as investors become increasingly nervous about lofty stock prices,
faster rate hikes in the United States and an ongoing Sino-U.S trade war.

 Gold prices have gained about 6 percent after
falling in mid-August to their lowest since January
2017 at $1,159.96 an ounce

 It is running into some resistance around $1,240.
The next significant level is the $1,250
psychological barrier

 Gold markets have entered a new trading zone
of $1,228-$1,238

 A target range of $1,252-$1,263 per ounce has
been aborted for spot gold

 The dollar traded in tight ranges against most of
its peers
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       Oil prices fell today and were heading for a third weekly loss, as Saudi Arabia
warned of oversupply amid a slump in global equities and trade that cloud
the fuel outlook for demand.

 Brent crude futures were down 47 cents, or 0.6 percent, at $76.42 a barrel.
The global benchmark is on course for a weekly loss of over 4 percent. U.S
crude was down 60 cents, or 0.9 percent, at $66.73. The U.S benchmark is
set for a 3.5 percent loss this week.

          The near $10 per barrel drop in Brent crude seen over October is a spillover
from the global sell-off in equities. Stock price plunges have roiled oil marketsthis week as Wall Street had its biggest daily decline since 2011.

       Financial markets have been hit hard by a range of worries, including the
U.S-China trade war, a rout in emerging market currencies, rising borrowing
costs and bond yields, and economic concerns in Italy.

 With oil setting up for the worst monthly price drop in over two years, concerns
remain on trade tensions over global demand and traders are going to continue
focusing on Iran and how much oil will exit the marketplace, when U.S sanctions
on Tehran begin early next month, he said in a daily note.

         Falling stock markets are continuing to generate strong headwind. This expresses
a growing concern about economic development, which would also have an impact
on oil demand.

      Meanwhile, investors have found reassurance in pledges by Saudi Arabia and
others to boost output to offset the barrels to be lost from Iran as renewed U.S
sanctions take effect on Nov. 4.

The WTI Crude Oil market rallied again yesterday,
slamming into the $67.50 level, but has pulled back
a little bit from there. The market is starting to see the
50 day EMA rollover, and it is now at the 78.6%
Fibonacci retracement level, something that a lot of
faith into normally. However, there is one glimmer of
hope here in the sense that the Wednesday candle is
a bit of an inverted hammer. If it break above that
inverted hammer, that’s actually a really bullish sign.
Alternately, if it break down below the lows of the nasty
Tuesday candle, this market will reach towards the
$63.50 level. Brent markets rallied a bit during the
trading session yesterday, but still remained within the
doji that formed on Wednesday. If it break down below
the psychologically significant $75 level, the downside
will accelerate, perhaps reaching towards $71 by the
time it’s all said and done.

 Oil futures ended higher yesterday as a rebound in
equity markets signaled a momentary return to a risk-
on sentiment

 US crude futures due in December rose 0.64% to
$67.25 a barrel

 Brent December futures advanced 0.34% to $76.43
a barrel

 Gasoline stocks fell 4.8 million barrels still 6%
above averages, while distillate stocks, including
heating fuel, fell 2.3 million barrels

 Oil futures rose in American trade as US crude
rebounded from August 21 lows
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 Silver futures tilted higher in Asian trade as the dollar index barely lostground, ahead of US GDP and consumer sentiment data later today. A higherU.S dollar index that is at a nine-week high and near the high for the yearis also working against the precious metals bulls on this day.
 Silver futures due in December rose 0.10% to $14.64 an ounce, while thedollar index barely inched down to 96.64 against a basket of major rivals.

There are still near-term technical clues the U.S stock indexes have put innear-term market tops, if not major tops. If that’s indeed the case, it’s abullish element for hard assets like the precious metals.
 Markets await US GDP data, expected to show a 3.3% growth rate in the thirdquarter, down from 4.2% in the second, while GDP prices are estimated with a2.1% increase, also down from 3%.
 Personal spending is estimated to have risen 3.2%, compared to 3.8% in theprevious reading, the final reading for the UoM Consumer Sentiment survey isexpected at 98.9, almost the same as September's 99.0.
 Silver prices are slightly higher yesterday. Some mild safe-haven buying isbeing offset by solid gains in U.S stock indexes at midday. However, nobodyknows what late-session twists and turns the stock market will make.
 Investor can point to no one element that is spooking the world market place atpresent. There are geopolitical issues that include the U.S-China trade war, U.S-Saudi Arabia tensions over the murdered Saudi journalist, and Italy’s defiance overforming its budget to meet European Union rules. However, there is a newgeneration of worldwide investors that have ostensibly never experiencedinflation. So a 3% inflation rate could be spooking them.

Silver markets have calm down a bit after rallying
significantly from the $14 level, and it now looks as if
it probably going to see a bit of sideways action in the
short term as the EMA is flattening. If it break above
the $15 level, then the market could go to the $15.50
level, but it’s going to take a bit of US dollar weakness,
something that it don’t see a lot of these days, especially
considering that the EUR/USD pair continues to make
fresh, new lows. Ultimately, this is a market that is
consolidating between the $14 level on the bottom
and the $15 level on the top. If that’s the case, then
$14.50 ends up being “fair value.” However, if it break
down below that level then probably go looking towards
the $14 level again which should be massive support.
If it break down below the $14 level, there’s an even
more supportive level at the $12 from a longer-term
historical perspective.

 Silver prices marked lower 0.3 percent to $14.56
per ounce

 A strong U.S dollar on the foreign exchange
market was a bearish outside market element
working agains t the prec ious  meta ls

 GDP is seen up 3.4% in the third quarter, on an
annual basis

 The current silver contract on the “NYMEX” closed
at $14.56 an ounce, down 5 cents

 December Comex silver was last down $0.041
at $14.635 an ounce
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